
Week 8: 
Midterm Presentations 

Week 7: 
Watch: No, a film by Pablo Larraín 

Read: The Original Influencer, History Today 

Read: The Original Influencer, History Today



REVIEW 



The Fall of Rome 
476 CE 

The Middle Ages in Europe: 
1,000 Years of Darkness 

500—1500 CE 





—unified languages, standardized alphabets 
—catalyzed the spread and evolution of science 
—dramatically increased literacy 
—led to political and religious reformation 
—increased rational thinking 
— exposure to other cultures and ways of thinking 

Effects of printing 



punches 



punches 



3 part process 



25—250 CE 

paper 

770 CE 

woodblock printing 1041 CE 

Pi Sheng movable type system 

11th century CE 

gunpowder 

1040 CE 

magnetic compass 

1100’s—1300’s 

Chinese innovations reach 
other countries 

200—600 CE 

evolution of Regular Script 

202 BCE—220 CE,  
Han Dynasty 

ink—calligraphy 



Movable type printing system 
first invented by Pi Sheng, 

1041, Song Dynasty  



The Diamond Sutra 
first printed book, 868, a collection of buddhist teachings  



Adobe Jenson, 
Robert Slimbach, 
released in 1996



Humanist Script 



Humanist characteristics: 

first appeared during the 1460’s and 1470’s 

visual expression mimicked calligraphic letterforms of the humanist script 

small x-height 

angled calligraphic stroke including sloped crossbar on lowercase “e” 

low contrast between thick and thin strokes 



Konrad Sweynheym 
& Arnold Pannartz 



Subiaco 



Nicolas Jenson 
Venice, 1470





Centaur, Bruce Rogers, 1929



Monotype Bembo, 1929



Aldus Minutius 
Venice, 1494



Aldine Press 
Francesco Griffo



first italic type, 1501



Old-Style characteristics: 

first appeared during the late 1400’s 

more refined and less based on exact reproduction of hand lettered type 

stress of letterforms are less angled and more perpendicular 

more contrast between thick and thin strokes 

crossbar of “e” perfectly straight 



Garamond



Sabon



Plantin



Romain du Roi, 1692—1695 







Transitional characteristics: 

first examples Roman du Roi in 1692 

complete break with calligraphy 

grid and mathematics as the foundation for structure 

completely perpendicular structure 

high contrast, thick and thin strokes 



Pierre Simon Fournier le Jeune 
1736—1768 





The French  
Revolution, 1789 





Modern characteristics: 

first examples from Didot and Bodoni 

high contrast 

unbracketed serifs 

vertical axis 

extreme geometric stylization 

thin horizontal strokes 



INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION

1760—1840, England



Milestones that lead to the industrial revolution: 
—invention of the printing press 

—the Renaissance 
—the age of enlightenment 

—advances in the production of iron and steel 
—the invention of the steam engine 



Effects of the industrial revolution: 
—cities developed as centers of population, industry, and culture 

—the demand for goods and services greatly increased 
—the practice of advertising emerged and with it the practice of 

marketing, graphic design, and communication design 



the steam engine 
the x-ray 

photography 
chromolithography 

the telegraph 
the sewing machine 

advances in paper making 
advances in textile production 

the telephone 
the automobile 

the airplane 





Wood Type 
Darius Wells, 1827 



Slab Serifs 
Vincent Figgins 1817 



Clarendons 
Richard Besly 1845  



Fat Faces 
Robert Thorne, 1803 



Grotesques 
Wiliam Caslon IV, 1816 





The Victorian Era 
England, 1837—1901 







Chromolithography, 1837, Godfrey Engelmann 











Change in value system: 
from humanist to consumerist 





Arts and Crafts Movement 
England, 1840—1900 



Edo Period, 1603—1868 

Sakoku, Period of Isolation, 
1635—1853 



Ukiyo-e woodblock prints 
Edo Period Japan, 1603—1868 



traditional African sculpture and textiles 



ART NOUVEAU 
1890—1910



1902—05 








